
Dough dividing

Dough 
divider BVDS

Advantages:

High weighing accuracy.

High quality products.

Continuously adjustable dough 
weight and capacity.



DOUGH DIVIDER BVDS
The dough divider BVDS is an automatic volumetric divider designed for dividing all types of dough containing 
at least 50% of wheaten flour. High dividing accuracy is assured by the proper design of the machine, even for 
dough of variable consistency. The machine can be employed both in semi-automatic and automatic make-up 
plants.

The BVDS 1 is a single pocket divider, whereas the BVDS 2324 type can be used either as a one-pocket or as a 
two-pocket divider.

Advantages:
The volumetric dividing principle assures high 
quality of baked products.

Continuously adjustable dough weight and 
capacity.

All parts in contact with dough are made of 
alimentary irreproachable materials.

High dividing accuracy.

The machine’s display shows the capacity and the 
weight of the dough pieces.

Simple cleaning and maintenance.

The machine’s sturdy construction and high 
quality materials assure a long life-span.

It is movable on castors.

Basic version of BVDS 1 includes:
-    hopper 50 l
-    stainless steel platings
-    outlet conveyor
-    manual weight adjustment
-    manual capacity adjustment 

Basic version of BVDS 2324 includes:
-    hopper 50 l
-  stainless steel platings
-    outlet conveyor
-    lubrication of outlet conveyor
-    manual weight adjustment
-    manual capacity adjustment

Options:
- hopper 125l
- hopper 125l Teflon coated
- hopper 160l
- hopper 160l Teflon coated
- scraper for soft types of dough (valid only for 

BVDS 2324)

MACHINE BVDS 1

BVDS 2324

Number of pistons per pocket

1 2 1/2

Machine capacity (pcs/h)* 550-1400 550-1400 1100-2800 550-2800

Dividing range (g) ** 200-1200 400-2400 200-1200 200-2400

Oil consumption for 1000 pcs/h (l/h) 0,5 0,6

Installed power (kW) 0,78 1,13

DIMENSIONS:

dimensions of the machine with 
standard hopper (mm) 1410x470x1650 1320x1300x1585

hopper width (mm) 550 1380

dimensions of packed machine (mm) 1600x850x1850 1450x1080x1770

machine weight (kg) 500 565

gross machine weight (kg) 570 650

Technological and technical characteristics:

* Capacity depends on dough weight and type.
** Dividing range depends on dough weight, type and capacity

BVDS 2324

BVDS 1
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